INTRODUCTION

The reduction of oil sources, the increase of environment pollution and the intensification of climate change have the whole world looking for alternative fossil energy sources for more efficient usage. People are worried that, due to the climate becoming warmer and the glaciers melting, the rising ocean water will flood huge land territories, therefore, in the United Nations Climate Change Conference in 2015 in Paris it was decided to take immediate measures to reduce the exhaust of CO₂ preventing the global warming [1].

Every one is obliged to contribute to reducing the global warming, therefore, the most simple way to do that is to make our trips more ecological. During the last several years vehicle manufacturers payed a lot of attention to new mechanisms and systems for conventional engines – downsizing (small capacity engines), cylinder on demand (e.g. half of cylinders are shut off at part load working regimes), integrated starters generators, 48V systems and electrification. However, some of the engineering solutions did not fulfil the expectations. For example, according to some great producers there is no need to do further downsizing for three cylinder engines (capacity lower than 1 liter) or four cylinder engines (capacity lower than 1.5 liter). The real-world emission tests showed the differences between NEDC and real-world where real-world consumptions were particularly larger in downsized engines. It was mentioned that downsizing can have a negative effect on emissions, particularly when a tiny engine drives a heavy car and is running on turbo all the time [2]. Therefore, different solutions have to be applied in order to meet high EURO standards. In this case, instead of a conventional cars, it is possible to use ecologic hybrid vehicles, which have been manufactured and offered for purchasing by many car manufacturers for more than a year [3].

Hybrid vehicle is the most complex vehicle of all known vehicle types (comparing the conventional, electric and hybrid), because it has not
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one, like the others, but two energy converters (engines) and two energy saving systems (fuel tank and electricity accumulator battery) [4]. And the functioning of these systems has to be in perfect harmony so that the vehicle would move smoothly and would not cause inconveniences to the driver, passengers or other road users [5]. That is why complex technologies used in them justify the cost of the vehicle – in most cases the cost of the hybrid vehicle is two times bigger than that of a conventional vehicle and matches the cost of the electric vehicle.

However, the benefit of the hybrid vehicle has not been giving any doubt to anyone recently. Researchers Pitanuwat and Sripakagorn [6] in their research have determined that hybrid vehicle is the most beneficial under the most difficult traffic conditions, i.e., where there are frequent, intense accelerations and breakings. When moving at a higher velocity and when the acceleration is less changing the difference between the fuel consumption of the conventional and the hybrid vehicle makes up only 21...26%. While at the same time, the hybrid vehicle under difficult city regime consumes 47...56% less fuel than a conventional vehicle.

Dutch scientists carried out comprehensive research and the results showed that hybrid cars may reduce fuel consumption by 34...47% compared to conventional cars and reduce well-to-wheels green house gas emissions to 89...103 g CO₂ km⁻¹. However, hybrid cars currently cost 5000...10000 EUR more than conventional cars [7].

Better results, e.g. less fuel consumption, are achievable with chargable hybrid vehicle. American and Chinese research revealed that real fuel consumption of a chargable vehicle is from 3.03 to 4.39 l/100 km [8].

Japanese scientists [9] analyzed the used car market data in Japan, and examined whether a difference exists between hybrid vehicle and conventional (petrol) vehicle owners in terms of vehicle usage. The analysis of vehicle traveling data reveals that drivers with high travel demand switched their vehicles from conventional vehicle to hybrid vehicle in the hybrid transition period. The analysis also shows that hybrid vehicle owners drive a longer distance annually than conventional vehicle owners. Despite the higher mileage, CO₂ emissions from hybrid vehicles are lower than that from conventional vehicles. Therefore, hybrid vehicles can contribute to the global warming mitigation, even if hybrid vehicles induce the rebound effect. Also they found that hybrid vehicle owners spend roughly the same amount of money on their vehicles annually as conventional vehicle owners. However, hybrid vehicle owners spend less money to travel 100 km than conventional vehicle owners. Hence, the average hybrid vehicle owner cannot recover the initial higher cost when they purchase a hybrid vehicle.

The works done by some researchers [10, 11] reveal that there are big differences between the actual fuel consumption and the consumption declared by the car manufacturers. In some cases these differences reach even 50%. It is determined by researches that this difference can be influenced by various factors, such as frequent use of A/C systems, electric auxiliaries or difficult traffic conditions, however, the differences are also influenced by the lack of the research tests.

Other scientists from China [12] investigated city buses using portable emission measurement system and found that hybrid buses reduced fuel consumption with electric power generated from regenerative braking. Because diesel engine seldom charges the battery, the engine loads of hybrid buses were lower than those from diesel buses. Therefore, the BSFCs for hybrid buses were higher than those for diesel buses.

Also they found another very important thing, for hybrid buses, although the engine-out NOₓ emissions were lower than in diesel buses, the lower engine load reduced the exhaust temperature, which led to lower urea injection ratio and higher tailpipe NOₓ emissions for hybrid buses.

Regardless the comprehensive researches, the main disadvantage of hybrid buses is that, the displacement of the engines was the same. However, the best hybridization effect of the vehicles, as it is determined in the FP7 project “Clean European Rail-Diesel” [13], manifests when the displacement and power of the internal combustion engine is reduced, and the thrust of the vehicle remains the same or similar because the electric engine helps to gather momentum. The main saving of the fuel in hybrid vehicle appears due to the reduced displacement and power of the internal combustion engine.

Antti Lajunen from Aalto university analyzed fuel economy for heavy vehicle combinations [14]. The simulation results clearly indicated that the payload specific fuel consumption could be significantly reduced by using heavier combinations. The impact of the operating cycle was strongly emphasized in this study, as the results showed that the fuel economy of a heavy vehicle combination is heavily impacted by the amount of hill climbing in the operating route.

Zahabi and other scientists from Canada investigated the impact of different factors (operating
link-level speeds, road environment, temperature, cold-starts, eco-driving, etc.) on fuel efficiency of popular hybrid electric vehicles in real world conditions and comparing their performance with respect to standard gasoline vehicles [15].

The results showed that an HEV consumes less gasoline in spring compared to winter time due to the improved performance of its batteries at higher ambient temperatures. The winter season and in particular low temperatures have a significant negative impact on HEVs. In this study, cold months or low temperatures increase fuel consumption of hybrid vehicles (about a 27% increase in fuel consumption rate compared to spring).

Scientists from Canada and Slovakia observed that HEV are 26–28% more fuel efficient than gasoline vehicles [15, 16]. However, the fuel efficiency of HEVs is more sensitive to changes in ambient temperature. For instance, if the temperature goes from 8°C to 16°C, the fuel consumption rate of HEV sedans reduces by 3% while for conventional vehicles, this reduction is only 1%.

Scientists from China performed an energy, environmental and economic assessment of the penetration of HEVs into the taxi fleet in Macao. The results showed that although HEVs have higher vehicle cost, their better energy economy can save annual fuel costs relative to diesel cars. This could provide a payback period of only 2–3 years, much shorter than the typical in-service duration of diesel taxis in Macao (8 years) [17].

Scientists from Slovenia [18], who have done a cost benefit analysis of various buses (diesel, natural gas and hybrid) say that the hybrid bus will not reach the usual exploitation costs of a diesel bus for almost 20 years.

Tank to Wheel analysis of Italian scientists [19] showed that a hybrid car consumes about 20% less energy and releases less NOx, PM, SOx emissions than a conventional car.

The hybrid technology is now particularly favoured for heavy-duty vehicles such as city-buses and leads to 20–30% reduction in both energy consumption and associated emissions. For personal cars, the deployment of hybrid drive trains is a logical way to reduce fuel consumption and CO2 emissions [20].

The purpose of this article is to analyze the real fuel consumption of three different cars, running for several consecutive years, and explore the potential payback of a hybrid vehicle.

**INVESTIGATION METHOD**

Two conventional cars (*Toyota Corolla*, *Audi A3*) and one hybrid car (*Toyota Prius*) were tested in this study. The details of these cars summarized in Table 1.

Research was carried out with three vehicles at different time periods. All vehicles were different age and run. *Toyota Corolla* was 6 years old, *Toyota Prius* 1 year old at the beginning of investigation and *Audi A3* was totally new from the investigation beginning. The research was carried out in such time periods: *Toyota Corolla* – from 2003 year beginning to middle of 2008; *Toyota Prius* – from 2008 middle to 2017 middle; *Audi A3* – from 2012 beginning to 2017 middle.

The vehicles were exploited during different time periods, however, the same research method was applied. During each filling of the fuel tank, the full tank is filled and the driven mileage is written down. The amount of the fuel that was

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Toyota Corolla</th>
<th>Toyota Prius</th>
<th>Audi A3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Production year</td>
<td>1994</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine type</td>
<td>spark ignition</td>
<td>spark ignition</td>
<td>spark ignition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine displacement, cm³</td>
<td>1332</td>
<td>1497</td>
<td>1197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engine max. power, kW (min⁻¹)</td>
<td>65 (6000)</td>
<td>57 (5000)</td>
<td>77 (5000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. torque, Nm (min⁻¹)</td>
<td>124 (5000)</td>
<td>111 (4200)</td>
<td>175 (1550–4100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel (ON)</td>
<td>95 RON</td>
<td>95 RON</td>
<td>95 RON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acceleration 0–100 km/h, s</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor type</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Synchronous, AC</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor max. power, kW (min⁻¹)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>50 (1200–1540)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor max. torque, Nm (min⁻¹)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>400 (0–1200)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated voltage, V</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>AC 500</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
filled shows how much fuel was consumed to
drive a given mileage. After the filling the odome-
ter is set back to zero and it is driven like that
until the next fuel filling.

It can be assumed that such a method is not
accurate enough for scientific research, how-
ever, all vehicles’ odometers were checked pe-
riodically (especially while changing the tyres)
and if necessary, data corrections were applied.
Naturally, nowadays new vehicle’s fuel tanks
can not be filled up fully because the gathering
systems for petrol vapour can be damaged.
Therefore, while filling until the petrol pistol
gets “triggered”, the instantaneous errors appear
because of different fuel filling level. However,
such an error is eliminated and it does not make
a big influence during the time and during the
record of average consumptions.

The purchase cost and the fuel consumption
were evaluated during the research. It was deemed
that the technical maintenance and the repair costs
of the vehicle will be equal for each vehicle.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Figure 1 the changes of petrol prices in
Lithuania and crude oil prices in the world in
period of 2007–2017 are presented. This picture
shows that the fuel cost in Lithuania from 2002
to 2012 constantly and rapidly increased until the
middle of the year 2008. The global economic
 crisis that started in 2008 affected not only the oil
cost but also the fuel costs in Lithuania, conse-
quently it rapidly decreased. However, after less
than two years, the fuel cost in Lithuania reached
the level of prior crisis again and it kept further
increasing even though the oil costs were never
as high as they were before the economic crisis.

In the end of 2014, due to various global
geopolitical events, when the oil costs started to
decrease again, the fuel cost in Lithuania also
decreased but after the introduction of the euro in
Lithuania on January 1st, 2015, the cost started to
increase again. This phenomenon, when the pric-
es start to increase after introducing the euro was
felt in many countries and not only in the area of
fuel and other energetic resources. Even though
the global oil costs currently have decreased to a
relatively low level (aprox. 50 $/barrel), the fuel
costs in Lithuania remain relatively high, almost
the same as during the period of prior crisis.

In Figure 2 we can see the actual fuel con-
sumption of the three vehicles that took part in the
research. The blue curve marks the fuel consump-
tion of Toyota Corolla, the red one – hybrid To-
yota Prius, the green one – Audi A3. The graphs
clearly show that the average fuel consumption
of the hybrid vehicle is approximately 1.0...1.5
litres less than Toyota Corolla and approximately
1.5...2.0 litres less than Audi A3.

In the Figure 2 the consumption sesionality
becomes very clear – the consumption in winter is
much bigger than in summer. That can especially
be said about the two Toyota vehicles. The fuel
consumption of Toyota Corolla vehicle during the

**Fig. 1.** The change of petrol prices in Lithuania in 2002–2017 and crude oil prices in 2007–2017 [21]
warm season was about 5.5...6.5 l/100 km, and during the cold season it would increase to 8...9 l/100 km. The most interesting is the fact that even though the fuel consumption of the hybrid vehicle during the warm season would reach only 4.0...4.5 l/100 km, during the cold period, in some cases, it would reach more than that of the conventional vehicles – 10.0...10.5 l/100 km.

When exploiting this hybrid vehicle it was noticed that the fuel consumption drastically increases when it is especially cold and when driving short, up to a few kilometres, distances. It is thought that the capacity of the high-voltage battery of the vehicle, at very low temperatures, decreases and it has to be recharged, therefore, after driving short distances, the engine warms up and the battery is charging, which requires additional energy.

While evaluating the change of the fuel consumption of the researched vehicles, the average day mileage is very important, which shows the nature of the exploitation of the vehicle (Fig. 3). When exploiting the vehicle in short distances the fuel consumption will always be bigger than that of the vehicle which is exploited in long distances. The main reason for this is deemed to be the operating of the engine at higher speeds during the warming up, or to say more accurately – with a bigger amount of flammable mixture. In the case of the hybrid car, during the cold season and warming up, the vehicle also consumes more fuel because the energy in the battery is lost due to the

![Fig. 2. The fuel consumption of three different cars](image_url)

![Fig. 3. Daily range of three different cars](image_url)
cold, therefore, after starting the car it needs to be recharged too. After driving longer distances, 20 km and more, this initial stage of the engine warming up does not create a big impact on the increase of the fuel consumption.

Therefore, in order to speak about the comparison of the exploitation costs of these three vehicles, firstly, it is important to evaluate the purchase cost of these cars. The costs of new such models (or similar ones) in Lithuania during the second quarter of the year 2017 are as follows: Toyota Corolla – 13 940 €, Toyota Prius – 25 000 €, Audi A3 – 24 000 €.

From the original comparison, it can already be seen that the exploitation costs of Audi A3 will be the largest because the initial cost is very similar to that of the hybrid Toyota Prius but the fuel consumption is significantly larger than the latter.

Figure 4 clearly illustrates that the most expensive exploitation is of Audi A3, and the cheapest one to 730 000 km – Toyota Corolla. The operational expenditures for fuel of the hybrid Toyota Prius, even though the cost is similar to that of Audi A3, do not increase that rapidly as those of Audi A3 or Toyota Corolla. However, the significantly lower initial Toyota Corolla price allows it to be the “leader” even up to 730 000 km.

Therefore, this research lets you understand that the payback of the hybrid vehicle, comparing it to a vehicle of a similar configuration and of similar size and of the same manufacturer, is hardly possible because there are any stimulative privileges for the purchase and use of such cars in Lithuania, like possibility to drive in the bus lines (like for electric cars) or cheaper parking fee. In this case, the total cost of ownership for hybrid vehicle gets equal with conventional vehicle just after 29.2...36.5 years or after 730 000 km mileage, if it is driven average 20...25 thousand km per year [8]. It is clear that no modern vehicle could reach such age because not only it technically wears out but also gets old morally.

According to Dutch scientists [7] the higher purchase cost of hybrid cars means they are financially interesting for taxi and others drivers who drive more than 80,000 km per year. For these drivers, the hybrid cars would the most attractive option, even without tax incentives. Including the Dutch tax incentives, the total cost of ownership of a hybrid car is currently lower than that of a diesel car even when driving around 20,000 km per year.

What is more, there is no pollution taxes in Lithuania for the cars which could depend on vehicle type: big or small, old or new. The road taxes are included into the fuel excise. Insurance companies mainly calculate the insurance fee depending on internal combustion engine displacement, therefore, marginally lower change is applied to the hybrid vehicles because of smaller engines’ capacity. However, much lower insurance deposits could contribute for the less environmental pollution and at the same time improving humanity health which is also associated with lower insurance payoff.

The market of ecologic vehicles in Lithuania and other countries, where similar policy is applied, is influenced negatively due to the above-mentioned reasons.
CONCLUSIONS

After doing a comparison of exploitation costs (the purchase cost and the expenditures for fuel) of three different vehicles Audi A3, Toyota Corolla and hybrid Toyota Prius it has been determined that the payback of the hybrid vehicle, comparing it to a vehicle of similar configuration and of similar size and of the same manufacturer, is hardly possible because after driving average 20...25 thousand km per year, you would need 29.2...36.5 years to complete 730,000 km distance.

It is clear that without the state support for the ecological hybrid vehicles, their payback is hardly possible, or after evaluating big mileages it can be stated that it is completely impossible.
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